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ACP Rail International is pleased to add two new exciting destinations to its existing 

global portfolio of rail partners.  Rail Australia and China Rail join the likes of other exotic 

rail journeys, such as the popular East Japan Rail Pass.  Travel agents around the world 

will now be able to access these great products through ACP Rail’s easy to use booking 

systems; ACP RailNet for high volume tour operators and www.agent.acprail.com for 

travel agents.   

 

Denis Grenier, VP of Marketing and Business Development at ACP Rail International, 

highlights how these new products are “Exciting additions to our robust European 

products - satisfying the needs of rail specialists who use our systems and benefit from 

our competitive remuneration and superior service”. 

 

Rail Australia presents 2 rail passes: the Ausrail Pass and the Rail Explorer Pass.  Both 

of these passes are an essential accessory to any travelers’ ‘once in a lifetime’ Aussie 

trip, allowing unlimited rail travel over a six month period.  The Rail Explorer Pass serves 

up Australia’s famous scenic rail journeys with the Great Southern Rail Network, 

including the Indian Pacific between Sydney and Perth, the Overland between 

Melbourne and Adelaide, and the Ghan between Adelaide and Darwin, via Alice Springs.  

Get this and more with the Ausrail Pass, which also features CountryLink and Traveltrain 

Holidays (QR) trains, with routes along the East Coast all the way up to Cairns!   

 

China is another sought-after tourist destination, especially after the 2008 Olympics 

brought tremendous exposure to its foreign appeal and extraordinary beauty.  To cater 

to this high demand, ACP Rail has introduced China Rail with a wide selection of point to 

point routes.  One such route with overnight service is Beijing to Shanghai, where 

sleeper compartments save passengers the cost of a night’s hotel.  With rail being the 



safest, fastest and most comfortable way to travel in China, and due to the sheer size 

and complexity of its rail network, ACP Rail is confident that customers will surely turn to 

travel agents to book these routes.  

 

If you are a travel agent interested in booking rail passes, tickets, seat reservations, 

tours and attractions for your clients please visit www.agent.acprail.com or contact 

sales@acprail.com for more information. 

 
ACP Rail International, a division of ACP Marketing, is an established world leader in the 

marketing and distribution of International rail products to travel agents, tour operators 

and consumers.  ACP Rail International is the exclusive, global BritRail distributor and 

boasts other key rail partners that include Eurail, DB, Trenitalia, SJ, NSB and many 

more. 

 


